INTRODUCTION

2020 was a year that we will all remember. Prolonged isolation and hundreds of thousands of deaths as a result of the COVID-19 have left many feeling in despair and without any form of hope. When you constantly see what the "high school experience" should be, it is only to have a worldwide pandemic uproot what we all once knew, it can be hard to find the motivation necessary to persevere. Flight for Life is here to tell you that you are NOT alone, and that you CAN follow your dreams. Through the Flight for Life program, you can soar above the clouds and into your future. Whether or not you have ever considered a career in aviation, Flight for Life will give YOU the chance to fly like a bird.

EVENT

We are hosting a spikeball tournament for the students of Embry-Riddle on April 16th. The event will give anyone in the community a chance to get involved and will spur connections among students through potential prizes like gift cards and of course our main focus: a flight lesson.

SOURCES